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Abstract. In this paper we present the principle of learning by

specialization within a cortically-inspired framework. Specialization of

neurons in the cortex has been observed, and many models are using

such \cortical-like" learning mechanisms, adapted for computational ef-

�ciency. Adaptations will be discussed, in light of experiments with our

cortical model addressing causality learning from perceptive sequences.

1. Introduction

Learning through specialization as been reported as a characteristic of cortical
plasticity. Indeed, biological data show that circuits of cortical neurons receiv-
ing the same information can be tuned by learning, in order to perform di�erent
functions on this information. Thus, cortical computation combines both the
distributed representation through population coding and local representation
through specialization mechanisms.

In this paper, neural models inspired from biological data and grounded
in the specialization paradigm will be discussed. Subsequently, a mechanism
detecting on-line causality sequences from perceptive events will be presented,
which illustrates the convenience of specialization for sequence management
with neural networks.

2. Learning through specialization within corti-

cally-inspired models

Some models involving cortical learning through specialization are presented
in this section. Models using a �xed number of neurons, each of them spe-
cializing through learning, are called static models. On the other hand, some
other models, the incremental models, start learning with few units, learning
involving a recursive splitting of units into more and more specialized units. In
those models, a unit represents an assembly of cortical cells and, accordingly,
it can split (the split unit representing the specialization of a wide subset of
cells in the assembly).
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2.1. Static models

Static models are more plausible with regard to the physiology of the cortex
than incremental ones. In a cortical model proposed by Burnod [1], the cortex
is viewed as a bidimensional surface tiled with columns. Lateral connections
between columns allow adjacent columns to couple or uncouple so that they
either �re respectively synchronously, or not. Within a cortical area, columns
receive the same kind of information. If all columns are half excited, learning
involves splitting the area into excited columns (those specialized to detect the
current pattern of information) and non excited columns (uncoupled from the
previous ones due to lateral inhibition), so that learning increases the contrast
of activities [1] in the cortical area. The same idea can be found in Kohonen's
model of low level cortical processing for perception [9]. This model, the Self
Organizing Map (SOM), consists of a set of neurons all receiving the same
input. According to the weights of the connections, neurons �re preferentially
for a particular state of the input space. Learning in the SOM consists of tuning
(specializing) the neurons so that they reect the variability of the input. After
learning, a given input activates only one tuned neuron, activations within
the map are highly contrasted. The topological properties of the model are
supported by observations concerning the detection, by cortical neurons, of
visual stimulus orientation. Neurons in the visual cortex of monkeys have
been found to be locally organized according to the angle of the stimulus [8].
Other biologically plausible static models can be found in the literature, like
the cortical model of Guigon [6]. This deals with associative properties of the
posterior cortex, as well as the temporal processing of action within the frontal
cortex.

Generally, these models are grounded in a distributed computation. The
specialization is provided �rst by random weights and/or random activation
that initially favor one of the neurons to �re. Subsequently lateral inhibition
prevents other neurons from �ring for the same input pattern, thus enhancing
contrast, and providing a higher representation capability.

2.2. Incremental models

Although biologically plausible, static models are often diÆcult to implement
on a computer. First, the high number of required units is memory and time
consuming. Second, distributed inhibitory and activation mechanisms are often
diÆcult to design and programmers end up using tricks (for SOM, an explicit
winner-take-all mechanism and decreasing Mexican-hat-shaped lateral inhibi-
tion simplify the mechanism given in [9], see [7]).

Using incremental models is therefore convenient, optimizing the number of
units to manage and simplifying inhibition management. For example, Growing
Neural Gas [5] can be viewed as an incremental adaptation of SOM, and an
incremental model inspired from Burnod's model has successfully been applied
to phoneme recognition [2], and to word recognition [3].
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3. Application to causality chain learning

3.1. Framework and purpose

In this section we present an incremental cortical model for the detection of
causal sequences of events. The units of the model are automata, having several
state variables and executing functioning cycles synchronously. During a cycle,
each automaton computes new values of its state variables, according to the
state of other automata and its inputs. Each unit is connected to every other
(which is locally realistic for columns inside cortical areas [1]) and is tuned
on a given con�guration of the perceptive input. When event e occurs with
intensity ie 2 [0::1], the unit E tuned on that event is said to be excited, and
it stores ie in a state variable Eexci. Another state variable Erec is set to 1,
coding that the event is occuring. At each cycle, the recency Erec is decreased
by a constant �, until e occurs again or Erec reaches 0 (then Eexci is reset to 0).
Within a cortical framework, units can be called [1], meaning that the event
they are tuned on is needed. In our model, this call is coded with a boolean
state variable Ecall, which is set to 1 for the unit initially needed. If a unit E
is called (Ecall = 1) and then excited due to the external world (Erec = 1), the
unit is said to be satis�ed since the event the cortex was asking for occurs. Call
propagation generally aims at triggering actions when a call reaches the motor
units [4]; however, we only focus here on the propagation of calls through units
having causal relationships.

3.2. Causality detection

Let Ei be a unit tuned on event ei and let Ei be called (Ecall

i = 1); as such, it
can be viewed as a goal unit. Learning aims at �nding, among all other units Ej

(that have a lateral connection with Ei), the ones that �re (E
rec
j = 1) \often"

before the satisfaction of Ei (E
rec

i = Ecall

i = 1). The corresponding event ej
is then considered as a possible cause of the occurrence of ei, the most recent
ej being used for step by step causality chain construction. If a connection
between Ei and Ej exists, it is weighted with wij (initially 0, and kept in
[0::1]), and associated with a ag Æij . The following processing is performed at
each cycle, for each connected couple of units (Ei; Ej)9wij

. Parameters � and
� 0 are �xed learning rates,  is the a�ectation and M i = max9wij

Erec

j :

if Erec

j = 1; Æij  1:

if Erec

i = 1 and Ecall

i = 1;
case Erec

j =M i and M i > 0 : wij  wij + �:Erec

j :Eexci

j

case 0 < Erec
j < M i : wij  wij + �:(Erec

j �M i):Eexci
j

case Erec

j = 0 : wij  wij � �

in all cases : Æij  0
else if Ecall

i = 1 and Erec

j reaches 0;
wij  wij � � 0:Eexci

j :Æij
else nothing to compute.
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Let us detail the above algorithm for goal unit Ei. Learning occurs only when
Ei is called. When an event ej occurs (Erec

j = 1), the ags Æij for all j are

raised. If the goal Ei is satis�ed (Erec

i = 1 and Ecall

i = 1), the weight wiJ
to unit EJ that has been excited the most recently (Erec

J = M i) increases,
proportional to both the recency and the stored intensity of the event eJ . The
weights wij connected to each other Ej are decreased if the corresponding event
ej has occurred before EJ (Erec

j < M i), proportionally to their incapacity to

win the recency competition (Erec

j �M i). If a unit Ej has not been excited
before the satisfaction of the goal Ei, wij decays via a leaky coeÆcient �. In
all cases, when the goal Ei is satis�ed, ags Æij for all j are set to 0. Last, if Ei

is called and the recency of a previously excited Ej reaches 0, wij is decreased,
meaning that Ej has not permitted satisfaction of Ei. Using ags ensures that
no satisfaction of Ei has occurred (and so removed the ag) between the time
of Ej excitation and the reset of Erec

j .

3.3. Making assumptions

In our model, causality detection aims at deriving assumptions. Let Eg be a
goal unit and Ei a unit often excited just before Eg is satis�ed. When the
weight wgi reaches 1, it is allowed to assume that the event ei is suÆcient to
provide the occurrence of the goal event eg. This assumption takes the form of
a splitting of Ei, one of the split units being Ei itself (the mother unit), and
the other, E0

i (a specialized unit). As with Ei, E
0

i detects (by being excited) the
event ei. A specialized unit cannot itself split (it cannot specialize anymore),
but the mother unit can split again if needed. The only restriction is that a
mother unit cannot split twice because of a goal unit Eg (but it can split for
Eg , and then for another E0

g).
When a specialized unit E0

i is created, it is connected with weights wi0j , to
all units Ej that Ei is connected with, except units that split from Ei. As E

0

i

cannot split anymore, no weights wji0 are created. A specialized link is created
between E0

i and Eg , so that the call activity of Eg can spread to E0

i (the value

Ecall
g at cycle t is e�ectively copied to E0call

i at cycle t+1). Subsequently, calling
Eg leads to E0

i being called : E0

i is the subgoal of Eg . The called E0

i can now
play the role of a goal concerning other units, in order to eventually extend the
causality chain further from E0

i.
The advantages of specialization (splitting) are twofold: First, the special-

ized link between E0

i and Eg can be weighted (let !gi0 be the weight), in order
to evaluate whether the satisfaction of E0

i is often followed by the satisfac-
tion of Eg . No particular mechanism is given in this paper, we just mention
here that this evaluation of the subgoal event eÆciency !gi0 may be di�erent
from the evaluation of the causality (weight wgi). The former may not be
competitive with eÆciency evaluations for other units (simply measuring cor-
relation) whereas the latter is obtained from the competition for recency (see
equation 3.2.). Second, splitting prevents causality sequences that share the
same event from merging. Section 3.4. is an illustration of the mechanism.
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Figure 1: Experimental results. See section 3.4. for comments.

3.4. Example

To illustrate the behavior of the model, let us consider six mother units A, B,
C, D, E, F (see �gure 1-(a)). Training consists of many trials, in each of which
a sequence of three events is presented. A trial lasts 55 cycles (see �gure 1-
(b): First, a unit is called (the call is maintained over the following cycles)
and no event occurs for 5 cycles (Wait 1 period). Then, the �rst event of
the sequence is presented, during the Seq 1 period, exciting the corresponding
unit at a random cycle. The same is done for the second and third events
respectively during the Seq 2 and Seq 3 periods (distortion). As the Seq i

periods last 9 cycles and overlap by 4 cycles (see �gure 1-(b)), two successive
events of the sequence may occur in the wrong order (permutation). The call
that was initially made stops 2 cycles after the presentation of the last event.
The trial ends with 30 cycles where no events are presented (Wait 2 period),
before another trial begins. Moreover, each unit has a probability pexc = 0:01
to be excited (insertions) at each cycle.

In each trial, one of the �ve sequences S1 = CcallABC, S2 = CcallDBC,
S3 = CcallnnC, S4 = F callDBF , S5 = F callnnF (n meaning \no event") is
used, with respective probabilities 0:225, 0:225, 0:05, 0:45, 0; 05, for each trial.
After 500 trials, units in the system are as shown in �gure 1-(a). Arrows
represent specialized links !ij that carry out calls from goals to subgoals. The
signi�cant point here is that calls from C and calls from F do not merge in B,
due to the specialization (splitting) of units. The �gure 1-(c) shows the change
of weights according to the number of trial. The times of split unit creation
are indexed at the top of the graph. The parameter values are � = 0:02,
� = � 0 = 0:1 and � = 0:01. In �gure 1-(c), the increase of the weight wCB in
order to create b is illustrated. After b is created, the call propagates from C

to b, b being a subgoal. Both weights wbD and wbA then increase, because both
events A and D are exclusive in time (thus they do not compete for recency),
and are candidates for extending the causality chain from b (see 1-(c)).
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4. Discussion

Incremental models for cortical specialization can be eÆcient for cortically in-
spired computation without simulating large neuron assemblies. The mech-
anism presented here provides robust on-line sequence management, with no
separate learning and application stages. The learned regularities are used im-
mediately by propagating calls, whilst the sequence is still able to extend. A
further application of the algorithm to multi-modal sequence learning for robot
control is presented in [4].

The existence of robust incremental models raises the question of the com-
putational utility of static models. Using the causality learning example pre-
sented in this paper, we answer the question the following way: if the compu-
tational objective is clearly de�ned (causality learning), an incremental model
may be able to focus on the property to implement, providing robust learning
capabilities. However none of the present models are able to provide eÆcient
sequence management (including robustness, sequence similarity detection, on-
line learning and use, sequence evaluation, etc.) as the real cortex does. The
challenge for designers is therefore to better understand the relationships be-
tween a static model and an analogous incremental one, in order to determine
whether the computational power of a huge assembly of interconnected elemen-
tary units is attainable with models where large sets of neurons are simulated
by a single unit.
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